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ABSTRACT:In recent days persons with motor disability and venerablemankind using motility dependable
devices such as wheelchair are increasing. Many physically handicapped people are impotent to operate
anelectrically energized wheelchair easily without making injuries to others. Also in the presently existing
devices there is no provision to measure the body temperature of the person who is using the wheelchair, which
is highly inevitable in this pandemic situation. This paper presents about hardware modelling of an Automated
smart wheelchair with different control strategies and Temperature sensing. A prototype model of proposed
system has been developed based on conventional wheelchair available in market. This model integrateda
configured Electronic System, Obstacle motion control by Joystick. Experiments have been conducted on the
developed automated smart wheelchair for testing its proper functionality.
KEYWORDS:SmartWheelchair, Motor Disability, Obstacle detection,Temperature detection, Voice detection
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I. INTRODUCTION

Physically handicapped people are unable to perform regular tasks firmly. The people especially with motor disabilities
need assistance from chaperone for their daily activities. For such kind of people if there is an access to a means of
independent mobility it can increase the productivity in many fields, for example vocational and educational field.
Many technologies and several applications are available in recent days which helpphysically disabled handicapped
people to carry out their tasks. Powered wheelchairs can be designed using intelligent system and robotics. This project
is mainly focused to develop a smart wheelchair that incorporates multiple control strategies such as voice control of
wheelchair, motion control by Joystickcontrol, Obstacledetection system,Temperature detection, etc. Obstacle detection
system incorporates ultrasonic sensors. This will ease needy people with safe riding by recording the obstacles present
on the way. Based on the movement of joystick the motors will drive wheelchair in any four directions and speed on
each direction increases as far the one presses joystick controller. The presence of obstacle on the way is detected by
ultrasonic sensor and the motion in all three directions except backward direction ceases, and system if on motion
comes to rest.

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM
Till todayvarious kind of wheelchair prototype model have been developed. The proposed system comprisesa
Temperature sensor for body temperature detection and consists a Voice Command interfacing system.This leads to a
self- standing system as the user do not require any assistance for their movement. Temperature sensors measures the
body temperature or even coldness that is generated and detect any physical change and produces digital or analogue
output.
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Fig 1.Proposed System Block Diagram

III. WORKING

Voice recognition system and Motor drive system are the important part of the proposed system. Wheelchair movement
is based on user commands. The user can give five commands. Once the voice detection system recognizes the voice
command, the commands are converted into its equivalent instructions. The output of voice recognition system has
been transferred to Arduino which is being connected to a motor driver system,driving the motors.
A unilateral mic, voice recognition system, Arduino and motors are the main parts of a voice controlled wheelchair.
Unilateral mic is the system input. It’s efficient to take user’s voice commands and neglect other noises. The voice
signal output from the mic is transferred to the voice recognition system which acts as an interface between mic and
Arduino. The Arduino then receive the output from voice recognition system thus converting it into machine
understandable form. The Aurduino output is connected to a drive system which helps motors to drive the wheelchair
anywhere. This system uses two motors connected with motor driver. Motor can work according to five different
instructions they are forward, backward, left, right and stop. These five commands control the movement of wheelchair.
The wheelchair responds to the voice command from its user to perform any movement’s functions. Forward direction,
left and right turns and stop are the basic movement functions. In order to recognize the spoken words, the voice
recognition processor must be trained with the word spoken out by the user who is going to use the wheelchair.
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Fig.2 Voice detection system

Fig.3 Flow chart
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

system The user can apply the command through
A Joystick control also incorporated in the proposed system.
joystick. The commands are then given to Arduino. Here execution of command happens. After execution,
exec
the
controller sends the command in the form of digital signal to the drive system, which will control the movement of the
dc motors. Hence dc motor rotation can control according to the command of the joystick.Generally smart wheelchairs
have used wide range of sensors such as IR sensors, sonars, bumbers etc to find the hurdl
hurdles
es in its path. This paper
focuses on modelling wheelchair that provides crash free movement at minimum expenditure with limitedmodifications
limited
in currently available wheelchairs. Obstacle Detection syst
system
em is an added advantage of the proposed model. Four
Ultrasonic
trasonic Sensors are the important component of obstacle detection system. These sensors where placed on four
sidesin
in such a way to cover maximum area around
around. The output of the obstacle detection system is directed to Arduino.
The structure of the system allows
llows continuous communication with all sensor monitoring the presence of obstacles, to
send the information received by sensors to the Arduino. If the sensor sensed an obstacle the microcontroller disables
commands and directions that lead to the obstacle and kept only enabled commands in which the sensors have not
detected anything.
The proposed system consists a temperature detection system that detects body temperature of the user.The body
temperature is detecting by sensors which is attached to the wheelchair. A temperature display also incorporated in this
project.Resistance
esistance temperature detectors (RTDs), thermocouple
thermocouples, thermistors, infrared sensor,, and semiconductor
sensors are the re different types of temperature sensors available in the market. Each of them has a particular operating
parameters.
JOYSTCK CONTROL UNIT

Fig 4.Joystick control unit

.

Fig 5.Temperature sensors
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Fig. (a) (b) (c) Testing results of joystick

Fig.6 Test results

V.

CONCLUSION

By incorporating Voice control, Obstacle detection system, Joystick Control and Temperature detection
system we have designed a Smart wheelchair which helps the physically handicapped people more independent. This
proposed system has some added advantages such as
• Effortless movement.
• Simplicity in design.
• Can implement in conventional wheelchair
wheelchair.
• Wireless control helps to monitor the wheelchair.
• Reduces manpower and dependency on other human drive.
• Can detect body temperature
Future Scope Of The Project
This project can further improved by a gesture control system for its movement , a system that gives voice
message to health department if body temperature is high, also Solar Panels and Super Capacitors as battery backup for
its continuous functioning.
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